Bayesian estimation of dominance merits in noninbred populations by using Gibbs sampling with two reduced sets of mixed model equations.
Henderson's mixed model equations system is generally required in a Gibbs sampling application. In two previous studies, we proposed two indirect solving approaches that give dominance values in an animal model context with no need to process all this system. The first one does not require D-1 and the second is based on processing the additive animal model residuals. In the present work, we show that these two methods can be handled iteratively. Since the Bayesian approach is now a widely used tool in estimation of genetic parameters, the main part of this work is devoted to a Gibbs sampling application that can be accelerated by means of the aforementioned indirect solving methods. Three replicates of a population data set are simulated in the paper to compare the applications and estimates. This shows effectively that the estimates given by implementing a Gibbs sampler with each of the two suggested solving methods are obtained with less computational time and are comparable to those given by considering the integral system, particularly when priors are more weighted.